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Introduction
It is well known that a large-amplitude oscillation called ga

loping @1–3# is generated, in addition to Ka´rmán vortex excita-
tion, for rectangular cylinders supported perpendicularly to a u
form flow when the slendernessb/d is in the range of 0.6 to 2.8
~d5height,b5streamwise length of the rectangular cross-sectio!.
The basic aerodynamic excitation mechanism of the cross-
galloping of a rectangular cylinder is explained by the qua
steady nonlinear aerodynamic theory developed by Parkin
et al. @4#. In this theory, the relative attack angle plays an imp
tant role in the excitation mechanism of galloping. Also, as w
shown by Deniz and Staubli@5#, the attack angle of a fixed rect
angular cylinder strongly affects the vortex shedding freque
and lift.

Although the mechanism of pure cross-flow oscillation for
circular and rectangular cylinder is becoming clear, as seen in
recent paper@6#, a slight difference in support conditions ma
affect strongly the oscillation behavior. The specific aim of th
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paper is to present the effect of attack angle fluctuation on
cross-flow oscillation behavior of a rectangular cylinder suppor
by a cantilever plate-spring system.

Experimental Apparatus and Measurements
Three rectangular cylinders with an equal height,d526 mm,

and a slenderness ofb/d50.5, 1.0, and 2.0 were used. These we
chosen sinceb/d50.5 is less than the galloping range andb/d
52.0 is higher than the Ka´rmán vortex excitation range. Hereaf
ter, the rectangular cylinders withb/d50.5, 1.0, and 2.0 are ex
pressed as Cylinder I, Cylinder II, and Cylinder III, respective

Experiments were carried out in a blow-down type wind tunn
with a measuring section of 320~H!3320~W!31000~L! mm as
shown in Fig. 1. The turbulence level in the measuring sect
was less than 0.6%. The cylinder was placed in the wind tun
horizontally, perpendicular to the free stream. The blockage r
was 8%. The cylinder was supported at both ends outside
measuring section. End plates were attached to the cylinde
remove influence of flow through slots on the sidewalls of t
measuring section@7#.

In order to investigate the influence of attack angle fluctuat
superimposed on cross-flow oscillation, i.e., Ka´rmán vortex exci-
tation and galloping, the cylinder was supported by cantile
plate springs in three ways as shown in Fig. 2. When the cylin
is supported by the twin plate spring as in Fig. 2a, its motion is
almost purely translational in thez direction. When the cylinder is
supported by the single plate spring, a geometrical attack anglag
is superposed due to angular deflection at the end of a cantil
beam. Thusag fluctuation is generated synchronizing with cylin
der displacementZ. The phase differencef betweenag andZ is
zero~i.e., ‘‘in-phase’’! when the cylinder is supported against th
flow as in Fig. 2b, andf5p ~‘‘anti-phase’’! when the cylinder is
supported following the flow as in Fig. 2c. The magnitude of
geometrical attack angleag is given byuagu53uZu/(2l ), wherel
is the cantilever beam length. The absolute value ofag reaches 6°
at Z55 mm, the maximum displacement in this experiment. T
natural frequencyf n , the effective massme , and the logarithmic
damping factord were determined through a free damping osc
lation experiment in otherwise quiescent air. These parameter
well as the cantilever lengthl and the spring constantk, were
virtually equal for all the cylinders and irrespective of the way
support, as shown in Table 1.

A ring type vortex anemometer@8# was applied to measure th
free stream velocityU within an uncertainty of63%. The laser
displacement meter measured the displacementZ at one end of the
cylinder outside the measuring section, as shown in Fig. 1, an
uncertainty was62%. The vortex shedding frequencyf v was ob-
tained by applying FFT analysis to the streamwise fluctuating
locity u detected by a hot wire probe at a location in the near w
of the cylinder (x52b, z51d, see Fig. 1!. Since the velocity
signalu includes turbulence, the spectrum ofu was averaged ove
20 data and the vortex shedding frequencyf v was taken to be the
frequency at the maximum peak of the averaged spectrum. T
the uncertainty inf v is estimated to be around 2%.

Results and Discussion

The nondimensional vortex shedding frequencyf * and nondi-
mensional root-mean-square~rms! value of displacement,Zrms/d,
are plotted against the reduced velocityVr in Figs. 3–5 for the
three cylinders supported by three different ways shown in Fig
In one run of the wind tunnel experiment,Vr was first increased
stepwise from the lowest value of around 2.5 to the highest va
of around 20 by increasing the free stream velocityU, and then
decreased again to the lowest nondimensional velocity. The
responding Reynolds number Re is from 2000 to 16,000. In th
figures, open symbols are for increasingVr and solid symbols for
decreasingVr , respectively. When the twin plate spring was use
the oscillation behavior showed only a slight difference betwe

n
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cases of ‘‘in-phase’’ and ‘‘anti-phase’’ settings, confirming that t
cylinder motion is purely translational in these settings.

Cylinder I „bÕdÄ0.5…. Figure 3 showsf * andZrms/d versus
Vr of Cylinder I for ~a! pure cross-flow oscillation (ag50), ~b!
‘‘in-phase’’ ag , and~c! ‘‘anti-phase’’ ag .

For the pure cross-flow oscillation shown in Fig. 3a, a sharp
maximum peak inZrms/d appears atVr'7, showing the occur-
rence of Kármán vortex excitation. The frequency of this larg

Fig. 1 Arrangement of the experimental apparatus and the co-
ordinate system

Fig. 2 Cylinder support method by cantilever plate spring and
relationship between ag and Z „flow direction is from left to
right …
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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amplitude oscillation is equal to the natural frequencyf n of trans-
lational motion. The nondimensional vortex shedding frequen
f * is equal to unity over a considerable range of nondimensio
velocity around maximum oscillation, showing that the lock-
phenomenon is occurring there. The oscillation behaviors for
increasingVr and the decreasingVr agree well, which shows tha
the effect of hysteresis is insignificant in the pure cross-flow
cillation of Cylinder I. Galloping did not occur on Cylinder
whenag50.

The lower oscillation peak at aroundVr58 is not due to the
translational oscillation but caused by rotational oscillation arou
the x axis ~see Fig. 1!, since the phases of the displacementZ at
both ends of the cylinder are anti-phase, as confirmed by mea

Fig. 3 f * and Zrms Õd versus Vr for b ÕdÄ0.5
Table 1 Characteristics of the oscillating system

Cylinder b/d k @N/m# f n @Hz# me @kg# d

Single-plate
spring

I 0.5 17.0 0.011*1, 0.011*2

II 1.0 1260 16.7*1, 17.0*2 0.11 0.012*1, 0.011*2

III 2.0 17.0 0.013*1, 0.012*2

Twin-plate
spring

I 0.5 17.0 0.013
II 1.0 1310 17.0 0.12 0.010
III 2.0 17.0 0.012

*1‘‘In-phase’’ setting.
*2‘‘Anti-phase’’ setting.
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 885
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ing Z at both ends of the cylinder simultaneously. Furthermo
the oscillation frequency at this lower peak is confirmed to
equal to the natural frequency of the rotational mode oscillat
around thex axis.

When ‘‘in-phase’’ or ‘‘anti-phase’’ag is superimposed, the os
cillation behavior of Cylinder I is essentially equivalent to th
pure cross-flow oscillation, as seen in Figs. 3b and 3c, except that
the maximumZrms/d value becomes a little lower and the seco
peak in Zrms/d at Vr58 disappears while a much lower pea
appears nearVr516 instead. The latter effect is caused by t
shift of the natural frequency of the rotational oscillation mo
due to the support method.

Galloping does not occur on Cylinder I whetherag exists or
not. As a result, it is shown that the attack angle fluctuationag
affects neither Ka´rmán vortex excitation nor the galloping of Cyl
inder I, which has a slenderness smaller than the critical valu

Cylinder II „bÕdÄ1.0…. Figure 4 shows the oscillation be
havior of Cylinder II. In the case of Cylinder II withag50, both
Kármán vortex excitation and galloping are induced in differe
nondimensional velocity ranges, as seen in Fig. 4a. The large
oscillation over the range ofVr57 – 8 accompanied by lock-in
phenomenon, i.e., the nondimensional vortex shedding freque
f * , continues to be unity, showing the occurrence of Ka´rmán
vortex excitation. When the nondimensional velocityVr is in-
creased beyond this range, the oscillation amplitude decrease
nificantly and f * returns to the value for the cylinder at res
which shows that the Ka´rmán vortex excitation ends at aroun
Vr58. WhenVr is increased further,Zrms/d begins to increase
again whilef * is not equal to unity but proportional toVr . The
oscillation frequency is always equal tof n while the cylinder os-
cillates. These behaviors off * show that cylinder oscillation

Fig. 4 f * and Zrms Õd versus Vr for b ÕdÄ1.0
886 Õ Vol. 126, SEPTEMBER 2004
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shifts to galloping. Thus, in the case of Cylinder II withag50,
both Kármán vortex excitation and galloping occur in their re
spective nondimensional velocity ranges.

Figures 4b and 4c show that the oscillation behaviors of Cylin
der II with ‘‘in-phase’’ and ‘‘anti-phase’’ setting are dramaticall
different from the case of pure cross-flow oscillation (ag50). As
seen in Fig. 4b, theZrms/d of Cylinder II with ‘‘in-phase’’ setting
traces that of Cylinder II withag50 until Vr'8, where the
Kármán vortex excitation is maximum in the case ofag50. How-
ever,Zrms/d continues to increase withVr with an almost constan
slope beyondVr'8 up to the maximum value of the experiment
range atVr510. Throughout the region of large oscillation, th
cylinder oscillates at its natural frequencyf n and the velocity
spectrumSu has a dominant peak at the frequencyf v5 f n , i.e.,
f * 51, showing the occurrence of lock-in. However,Su also had a
peak at 2f v in the large oscillation range as seen in the plot forf *
~dislocated plot,f * 52) in Fig. 4b. Hence, the nondimensiona
velocity regions of Ka´rmán vortex excitation and galloping can b
no longer clearly distinguished byf * and Zrms/d in the case of
in-phaseag .

In the case of Cylinder II with ‘‘anti-phase’’ setting, in contras
the Kármán vortex excitation is considerably suppressed and
lock-in region almost disappears, as seen in Fig. 4c. In addition,
the galloping is almost completely suppressed.

The hysteresis in oscillation behavior of Cylinder II is als
insignificant, as the case of Cylinders I, whetherag is superim-
posed or not.

Thus, the influence ofag on the oscillation behavior of Cylin-
der II is pronounced and its effects are in contrast depending
the phase difference betweenag andZ generated by the suppor

Fig. 5 f * and Zrms Õd versus Vr for b ÕdÄ2.0
Transactions of the ASME
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system. Whenag is in-phase withZ, both Kármán vortex excita-
tion and galloping are strongly enhanced. In contrast, vortex
citation is significantly suppressed whenag is anti-phase withZ,
and galloping is almost entirely suppressed.

Cylinder III „bÕdÄ2.0…. Cylinder III with ag50 shows the
occurrence of two different oscillations with increasingVr , i.e.,
low-velocity excitation in the range ofVr53 – 6 and galloping in
a higher nondimensional velocity range, sayVr.12, as seen in
Fig. 5a. Kármán vortex excitation does not occur since the sle
derness is larger than the Ka´rmán vortex excitation region@9#.
Since the range ofVr for the low-velocity excitation is much
lower than the value ofVr at which f * 51, i.e.,Vr512, its mecha-
nism is not a synchronization between the cylinder oscillation
the periodic vortex shedding. Althoughf * is equal to unity in this
region and it seems to be lock-in, the peak inSu at f n is caused by
velocity fluctuation due to the large cylinder oscillation. The g
loping occurs whenVr.12 and the amplitude grows withVr at an
increasing gradient, showing the typical divergent characte
galloping. WhenVr is decreased,Zrms/d traces the same curve i
the galloping region but low-velocity excitation is not observed
all. This hysteretic behavior of the low-velocity excitation of Cy
inder III is more pronounced compared with other excitations
scribed in this paper, and it shows a strong nonlinearity of
low-velocity excitation.

In the case of Cylinder III with ‘‘in-phase’’ setting~Fig. 5b!, the
low-velocity excitation completely vanishes, while galloping
not affected by the superposition ofag . In contrast, in the case o
Cylinder III with ‘‘anti-phase’’ setting~Fig. 5c!, the behavior of
the low-velocity excitation including hysteresis is not affected
the superposition ofag , while galloping occurs at a lower non
dimensional velocity and its amplitude grows withVr much more
rapidly than in the case ofag50. A sudden jump off * to unity
appears at aroundVr57 in Figs. 5a–5c. This might be lock-in,
but the cylinder oscillation is small at thisVr . Hence, the relation
of the sudden jump off * to the oscillation is still to be
investigated.

Conclusions
In this study, the cross-flow oscillation of a rectangular cylind

supported by a cantilever plate-spring system was investig
using a wind tunnel. Three kinds of supports were tested, wh
introduce different relationships between the geometrical att
angleag and cylinder displacementZ: ~i! pure cross flow oscilla-
tion (ag50), ~ii ! the phase differencef betweenag andZ is zero
~in-phase!, and~iii ! f5p ~anti-phase!. Three rectangular cylinder
with the slenderness ofb/d50.5, 1.0, and 2.0 were used to inve
tigate the influence ofag on Kármán vortex excitation and gal-
loping.

The superposition ofag has essentially no influence on th
Kármán vortex excitation irrespective ofb/d and f, when the
slendernessb/d50.5 ~Cylinder I!. In the case of Cylinder II
(b/d51.0), the Kármán vortex excitation is considerably sup
pressed and the galloping is also completely suppressed whe
cylinder is supported with ‘‘anti-phase’’ setting. In contrast, wh
the cylinder was supported with ‘‘in-phase’’ setting, the oscillati
increases continuously beyond the nondimensional velocityVr for
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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the maximum amplitude of Ka´rmán vortex excitation withag
50, leading to galloping much larger than in the case ofag50. In
the case of Cylinder III (b/d52.0), the influence of anti-phaseag
on the galloping of Cylinder III is opposite to that of Cylinder I
since the onset of galloping shifts to a considerably lower non
mensional velocity and its amplitude grows rapidly withVr .
However, the in-phaseag does not affect the galloping on Cylin
der III.

The above results show that the effect of attack angle fluc
tion strongly depends on the slendernessb/d and f, and it is
stronger on galloping than on Ka´rmán vortex excitation.
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Nomenclature

b 5 streamwise length of rectangular cross section
d 5 height of rectangular cross section

f n 5 natural frequency
f v 5 vortex shedding frequency
f * 5 nondimensional vortex shedding frequency (5 f v / f n)
k 5 spring constant

me 5 effective mass
Re 5 Reynolds number (5Ud/n, n: kinematic viscosity!
U 5 free stream velocity
u 5 streamwise fluctuating velocity

Vr 5 Reduced velocity@5U/( f nd)#
Z 5 displacement of rectangular cylinder

ag 5 geometrical attack angle due to deflection of cantile
ver

d 5 logarithmic damping factor
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